
Your people are craving leadership right now. We have a world responding to a health 
crisis of unprecedented scale that is creating impacts in almost every dimension of our 
lives, including our work.
For some people, they are busier than ever before, for others their work environments 
have changed dramatically in only a few days, people are working from home in large 
numbers and priorities have changed. 

• Are you a leader and wondering if you are doing enough to lead and support your 
people right now?

• Are you feeling too reactive and overwhelmed with priorities?
• Or are you wondering about how to fill in your time, and keep your team focused 

and on task?
• Are you leading a team of people who are now largely remote from you for the first 

time?
• Do you wish you leader was providing a little more direction and leadership right 

now?
• Do you need a few more ideas and tools to lead this transformation?
• Would you like some support, motivation and direction to keep you focused and 

being a leader?

These are challenging times, and leaders are being asked to step up.

You need to demonstrate self-leadership and resilience, while coping with significant 
change and uncertainty. Your team will be looking to you for direction and guidance 
and may now be largely 'remote' from you.

Yet the business is still operating, and you and your team need to stay connected, 
continue to deliver and maintain high performance.

You are a leader, and now more than ever, it's time to stand up and lead.

LEAD NOWTM

High Performance Leadership During Turbulence
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ü Gain clear direction and focus on 
your leadership priorities

ü Learn practical leadership 
strategies to support yourself and 
your team right now

ü Understand the principals of 
leading change, and what you can 
do to support and lead your team 
throughout ‘turbulent’ change

ü Learn how to build your own 
resilience and stamina for the long 
term

ü Learn how to create the 
foundations for high performance

ü Turn ideas and strategies into 
action

ü Lead a future of possibility

IN THIS PROGRAM YOU WILL:
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THIS PROGRAM IS IDEAL IF YOU:

ü You are a leader who is prepared to step 
up

ü You know that you could use a few more 
practical tools and strategies right now

ü You want to develop a clear approach to 
supporting yourself and your team 
through this time of significant change 
and challenge

ü You want some ‘next steps’ for leading 
your team

ü You want to grow as a leader, and create 
opportunity out of adversity

ü You’re open to sharing best practise and 
learning with a community of leaders 
who are stepping up and leading

ü You want to be ready for the future

THIS PROGRAM IS NOT IDEAL FOR YOU IF: 

ü You want someone else to make it go away
ü You don’t want to be accountable 
ü You aren’t interested in the opportunity 

YOU WILL LEAD IN THREE DIMENSIONS
First lead yourself, then you lead your tribe, and your world. 

For further information please go to:
www.ashleycoaching.com/leadnow

Program terms and conditions

http://www.ashleycoaching.com/leadnow
https://ashleycoaching.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Terms-and-Conditions-2020.pdf

